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Auction

Boasting a world-class setting directly opposite the sand and surf, this luxury whole-floor apartment is set against a

breathtaking beach and ocean backdrop on the doorstep of the Gold Coasts most iconic beach. This exquisite beachside

apartment situated within "Majestic V" a boutique building of only 6 residences, redefines luxury living with its

impeccable design, opulent features, and breathtaking views. As you step into this exclusive penthouse, you are greeted

by the seamless blend of comfort and style. Entering through your own private foyer, with lift access direct into your

home.The kitchen, a masterpiece in itself, boasts 40-millimetre solid stone countertops, a testament to both exquisite

taste and practicality. Equipped with top-of-the-line Smeg appliances. The kitchen effortlessly flows into the open plan

living spaces, offering a seamless transition from cooking too entertaining.Whether you're lounging in the living room,

savoring a meal in the dining area, or simply enjoying the tranquility of the space, the ever-present connection to the

outside world is awe-inspiring. Prepare to be captivated by the vistas that unfold before you.Expansive skyline views

stretch as far as the eye can see, a testament to the urban energy that envelops this coastal haven. Gaze out towards the

azure horizon, where the beach meets the sand, and feel the rhythm of the waves lull you into a state of serenity. Every

room in this residence offers a front-row seat to nature's beauty, bringing the essence of the beachfront indoors. In the

evenings, as the sun paints the sky with hues of orange and pink, the penthouse transforms into a haven of

relaxation.Retreat to the spacious bedrooms, each an oasis of comfort. The master suite, a sanctuary of indulgence, boasts

an impressive en-suite. With the remaining two generous bedrooms serviced by beautifully finished shared bathroom.

Experience the epitome of luxury as you wake up to the sun's warm embrace, overlooking the boundless ocean and the

vibrant cityscape beyond.Presenting an incredibly rare opportunity to buy into one of Surfers Paradises most prized

beachfront buildings, this stunning apartment is within footsteps of the sand, surf and popular coastal walk, while

enjoying the iconic entertainment and dining on offer at the doorstep.Property Features: - Full floor beachside apartment,

direct private lift access- 3 bedroom, 2 bathroom, parking side by side for 2 vehicles - Boutique building with only six

apartments in building- Roof top pool with BBQ entertainment area - 40mm solid stone kitchen benchtops- Fully tiled

contemporary bathrooms- Separate Laundry, with additional storage- Reverse cycle ducted air conditioning - Secure

basement visitor parking Disclaimer: The above information has not been verified. We advise you to confirm the accuracy

of details before entering a contract. Amir Prestige and its employees cannot be held responsible for any inaccurate

details supplied here.


